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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Scope 
This is a qualit a tive study of thirteen alcoholic pa-
tients treated concurrently in the Alcoholism Clinic and 
So cia l Service depart ment of the Q,uincy City Hospit al. The 
purpose of this study is to determine the following: 
1. W'hat etiological factors producing alcoholism v-;ere 
seen in the cases studied? I 
2. How· has clinic and socia l service treatment affected / 
the patient's adjustment? 
\Vhat social factors responded best to socie..l service 
treatment? 
It is necessary to point out that this study of thirteen 
cases is suggestive r ather than representative of patients 
receiving treatment for alcoholism in the Alcoholism Clinic 
of the Quincy City Hospital. 
Source of Da t a 
The confidenti a l files of the Quincy City Hospital 
Social Service Department provided t he source for the cas e 
mat eria l presented herein, and wa s supplemented by follow-
I 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
'I 
I 
,, 
up contacts vJi th eleven of the thirteen cases studied . 
Identifying material in the cases . presented has been carefullYjl 
I disguised to insure confidentiality. 
1 
I, 
II Supplementary material from the extensive literature riDn 
rl alcoholism has been incorporated into the study where r elevant 
II II 
II to the study. II 
1 Method of Selection 1J 
The thirteen ca ses selected for study represent the total 
number of cases that received concurrent clinic and social 
service treatment at the Quincy City Hospital, from April, 
1948 , until December 1, 1949. 
Reason for Study 
Treatment of alcoholism on an outpatient basis as a com-
munity service of a general hospital is a recently developed 
. 
method of treating and rehabilitating alcoholics. This study 
is attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of concurrent 
II 
II 
II 
II 
li 
II 
I 
I 
clinic and social service trea tment of alcoholism as reflected I 
in the social adjustmen~ or the cases studied. 
The mounting awareness of a ccidents, crimes, divorces, 
broken homes, and increa se in the number of mental and phys-
ical disorders as the social and emotional product of alco-
holism, has resulted in the development of Commissions on 
Alcoholism by various sta tes. The purpose of these com-
missions is to study the problem of alcoholism and_ to es-
tablish adequa te and effective treatment f acilities within 
easy availability of its people. 
Already thirteen sta tes have initiated programs concerned 
with alcoholism while in fi f ty cities throughout the 
United Sta tes, voluntary committees a re surveying the 
I 
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I 
local problems and taking a ction to meet it.1 
I t is becoming n a tionally recognized that the Yale Labo- I· 
ra.tory of Applieo_ Physiolo gy is a leader in the field of stuc~y- 11 
ing alcoholism a s a medica.l, psychological and social problem. jl 
The results of this rese arch h a ve b een put to test in Yale 
Plan Clinics for the treatment. of alcoholism. 
Through the stimulus and scientific enlightenment of the 
Yale pl a n, much in the way of unders t a nding of the alcoholic 
has been forthcoming. Dr. Robert Fleming, an outstanding 
individual in the understa nding and treatment of alcoholics, 
sta tes: 
li 
I 
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I 
P sychologically, all sorts of conditions and situat ions 'j 
may d evelop• The individual who has done much d rinklng 1 
ove r any period of time is certain to get into trouble. i 
As his drinking increa ses he gets into more and more diffi- '1 
culty. Everybody, so to speak , has a wha ck a t him; ~s 
parents, his \<life, his friend s, even his children (if he 1\ 
h a s older children), the loca l vica r, his employer, his it 
neighbors and the police . It is not a t all surprising II 
tha t as this situa tion continues the drinker develops 
certain r a ther d efinite p sychologi c al cha nges. It is a !I 
rare alcoholic wh o does not ultimately develop certa in 1 
feelings of inferiority and inadequa cy. These are p erhaps I 
the most striking psycholo gical chctnges, especially the j 
feelings of inferiority. 2 
,, 
I 
I 
Limi t a tions 
The 't-rri te r r e cogni zes that this study is limited by the 
II 
1 Kathryn Close, 11Hope for the Alcoholic, 11 The Survey, 11. 
85: 202-206, April 1949. 
2 Robert Fleming , 11 Ivied ica l Trea tment of the Inebri a te. 11 11 
Alcohol, Science and Society, 194 5, p. 389-390. I! 
II 
3 
. II 
incompleteness in detail of case records and the unavoida.ble 
II 
element of subjectivity of the material gathered and pre- 11 
sen ted. I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPHENT Al"'JD GRm~TTH OF THE CLINIC 
Setting 
The Quincy City Hospital is a mod ern, well staffed and 
p rogre s sive general hospital of 324 bed capacity and sixty 
bassinets. It serves the medical needs of the city of Quincy 
and is ln easy access to the extensive medical, psychia tric 
and social resources of Boston, eight miles to_ the . north. 
Quincy had a census in 1940 of' 75,810 persons, with an in-
crease in 1948 to an estimated 88,000 persons. Quincy's 
population consists predominantly of Canadian, Scottish, 
Italian and Finnish na tionalities.l 
Quincy is an industrial and residential community. The 
city boasts of ninety-seven manufacturing establishments 
't·rhose chief activities are in qua i. .. rying, shipbuilding, and 
granite cutting and finishing. 2 By virtue of its proximity 
to Boston, many of its citizens maintain their homes in 
Quincy, but are employed in Boston. 
Quincy is a progressive city of forty-one churches 
representing fifteen denominations, modern schools, civic 
l H. A. :£-fanning Company and Quincy Chamber of 
Commerce, Quincy Directory, 1949, p. 15 
2 Ibid. , p. 15 
5 
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organizations, and recreational facilities.3 
Development of the Clinic 
Early in 1947, a Quincy City Hospital staff neuro-psy-
chiatrist, Dr. Elsie Neustadt, achieYed through a long-time 
personal interest in alcoholism, the est e..blishment of the 
Quincy outpatient Alcoholism Clinic by voltmteering her 
services. Dr. Neustadt attributes the clinic's development 
to the help and timely assistance of various interested 
persons located in strategic positions, who gave support and 
co-operation to her project. These persons inclucled the 
hospital director, probation officer of the court, and the 
secretary of the committee on alcoholism of the Greater 
Boston Community Council. Public interest vms gained through 
the local Committee for Education on Alcohol. Local sociru, 
recreational and welfare agencies recognized the need for the 
establishment of such a clinic and encouraged its development. 
The Alcoholism Clinic was patterned along the lines of 
the Yale Plan Clinic in Ne"\v Haven, Connecticut, and the al-
ready existing clinic headed by Dr. Robert Fleming, at the 
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston. It was envisioned at 
the time, that the Quincy Alcoholism Clinic might later fit 
into a proposed state sponsored plan for the treatment of 
alcoholics throughout the Commomve c.l th. 
3 Ibid. , p. 15 
'I 
I 
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In November 1949, the lYia.ssa chusetts Commission on Alco-
holism through f und s appropria ted by the General Court , ef-
f ected an allocation of money to the Quincy City Hospital to 
provide the services of a psych i a trist or a physician inter-
ested in alcoholics. Prior to _November 1949, Dr. Neustadt 
volunteered her services to a three hour clinic on Saturdaw 
mornings. Patients a ttending the clinic were given treat-
ment, in most instances, free of charge. Under the pro gre~ 
of allocated fund s, the Quincy Alcoholism Clinic nm·; holds 
t wo weekly sessions of three hour s each. The clinic s essions 
are held at a time that best serves employed men and v1omen, 
avoid ing ~vage loss to the mar gina l income groups. 
The Quincy City Hospital' s Al coholism Clinic ha s now 
b ecome a part of a state plan tha t had its beginning e a rly 
in 1947. The thinking of a t went y member committee of the 
Greater Boston Community Council was reported by John G. 
Harris as f ollows: 
A group of citizens worki ng a s a volunteer committee of 
the Grea ter Boston Community Council [ United Co mmunity 
Services of Gre ater Boston] is about to a sk our stat e 
Legislature to t a ckle chr oni c alcoholi s m on a scien-
tific official basis. 
They stress that a ction is urgent because: 
1. The Bay Sta te has a minimum of 20,000 chronic alco-
holics. 
2 . Our st a te la1vS archaically trea t these individuals 
as criminal s r a t h er than medical patients. 
3. The field of medical. and psychiatric t rea t ment is 
7 
II 
\' l_ 
being rapidly developed and the sta te could make the beet 
methods known and available to the public. 
4. Cost of alcoholism to the state is conservatively 
estimated at $60,000,000 annually. 
5. State Commissioner of Ment al Health, Dr. Clifton T. 
Perkins, believes "there ha s been a tremendous increase 
in dependence on alcohol." 
6. Facilities for treatment of alcoholics with a view 
to rehabilitation, are inadequate or regione.lly non-ex- 1! 
istant. 
The committee has filed a proposed la't'l novi before the l!i 
Legislative Committee on state administration. I' 
It envisages a five member unpaid commission appointed 
by the Governor. The commission l'lould make a continuous II 
study of methods for trea ting alcoholism . It woulcL also II 
co-ordinate pre~ent treatment a.gencies in the Commonweal th iJ 
and investigate, from a medical vie1vpoint, all factors 
relating to the problem of alcoholism. 
In the future there is hope this course of action will 
lead to establishment of sta te-sponsored clinics and 
hospitals designed for rehabilitation of alcoholics .4 
Legislative action approved June 7, 1947, adopted the 
recommendations of the volunteer committee on Alcoholism of 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
the Greater Boston Community Council, for appointment of a II 
five member Commission on Alcoholism. II 
There shall be a commission, to be known as the Commission l 
on Alcoholism to consist of five members , to be appointed 1
1 
by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the I 
Council, for four year terms. At least two members of 11 
the Commission shall be members of the medical profession, ,. 
and one of the members shall have had training as a psy- j 
chiatrist. The commission shall make a continuous study j 
of methods for treating alcoholism and of other factors II 
. il 
4 The Boston Globe, February 23, 1942, reprint II il 
I 
I 
8 
rela ting to the problem of alcoholism in the Co mmonwe alth. 
The commission may require of any department, co mmission, II 
board or officer of the CommomrJ"ealth vlhich has or can 
obtain information in relation to the subject matter of 
its study, such assistance as may be helpful to it. The 
commission shall report annually to the General Court and ll 
to the Governor its findings and recommendat ions. The . 
members of the commission, except as hereinafter provided,lj 
shall receive no compensa tion for their services, but 
shall receive their necessa ry expenses incurred in the 1 
discharge of their official duties. The commission may 
appoint a secretary who may be one of its members, and 
he shall receive such salary as the commission~ v;ri th the 
approval of the Governor and Council, may fix.u 
The program of establishing clinics throughout the 
CommomrJ"ealth is currently going foreward a s quickly as fa-
cilities and personnel are availa.ble. To date, the clinics !1 
are being staffed ivi th a paid physician or psychiatrist. tl 
Each clinic functions for as many clinic hours as the phy- J/ 
II 
sician can give, or is needed in giving trea tment to patients i
1
. 
It is hoped that these clinics may develop to include psy-
1 
chiatric social workers and adequate clerical assistance. ! 
The Mas sachusetts Commission on Alcoholism envisages the 
d evelopment of hospitals or state ov-med farms where patients j 
suffering from alcoholism ca n be trea ted on an inpatient I 
I 
basis. Existing facilities of this type of treatment are in- I' 
adequate. They are as follov.rs: li 
1. A t \-venty-six bed 't-lard. at t h e Boston City Hospital. j: 
2 . Private hospitals ~r;ith limited bed space. :1 
jl 
5 Mass. G. L., Ch. 6, s. 63 ( amended 1947, Ch. 513) I 
9 
3 . Treatment in state mental institutions if patients 
a re declared psychotic. 
4. Referral tQ Deer I$land, Bridgewater or Sherborn, 
the Charles Street J ail .if arrested for drunkenness more 
than four times a year.6 
It should be noted that the twenty-six becl 't'Tard at the 
Boston City Hospital is crm'ITd ed and r ehabilitation cannot be 
a ttempted. In the private hospitals, the fee char ged is aut 
of reach~ patients without funds.? 
Individual citi zens who realistically face the incid ence 
of drunkenness in their co~~unitie s cannot help but be con-
cerned with the grea t expense and social liability resulting 
from the drinking of alcohol. Considering the cost involved 
in handling the 11 o.runk 11 in court, jail, and police men-hours 
alone, would be appalling to the average citizen. This of 
cours e is only a small pe.rt of the total cost, when one cam-
siders the dollar value of crime, a ccidents , and divorces 
re sul ting f rom alcohol. 
6 The Boston Globe££· cit., reprinted 
7 ~·, reprint 
I 
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TABLE I 
MONTHLY ARRESTS OF 1-'IEN AND v/OMEN FOR 
DRUNKENNESS JANUARY 1, 1949 TO NOVENBER 30, 1949 
Month Men vlomen Total 
January 54 5 59 
February 42 1 43 
March 50 1 51 
April 61 5 66 
May 59 3 62 
June 61 4 65 
July 70 3 73 
August 51 3 54 
Septembel" 77 5 82 
October 55 5 60 
November 48 2 50 
Total arrests 628 37 665 
Table I and Table II show the incidence and disposition 
of drunkenness in the City of Quincy for the eleven month 
period of January 1, 1949 to November 30, 1949. These sta-
tistics ~¥ere compiled from the East Norfolk County Court 1 s 
11 Day Book", that lists the arresting charge and the court 
disposition of the case. 
~~. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11 
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I 
TABLE II 
MCNTHLY DISPOSITION OF 
ARRESTS l~KE FOR DRUNKENNESS , CITY OF 
QUINCY, 1-lASSACHUSETTS JANUARY 1, TO NOVENBER 30, 1949 
Disposition Jan Feb Mar Apr Ivlay June July Aug Sept Oct 
Filed 44 28 39 42 31 37 42 38 45 35 
Probation 6 2 3 5 5 6 7 3 10 4 
Fined 4 9 6 14 22 12 11 8 18 12 
Sentenced 3 1 1 0 2 3 4 3 3 3 
Appealed 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
I 
Not Guilty 1 1 0 3 0 2 5 0 2 4 
Default 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 2 1 
Dismissed 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Continued 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Total 59 43 51 66 62 65 73 54 82 6o 
---···--· l = - ·-- ----=-=----=-- ===- -====----::::::-=- =-====--- - --
l j 
Nov 
27 
2 
12 
1 
0 
0 
4 
1 
3 
50 
Total 
408 
53 
128 
24 
7 
18 
15 
8 
4 
665 
I lr~-= 
1-' 
l\:) 
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CHAPTER III 
ETI OLOGY AND TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISN 
The concept of alcoholism a s a. disease has done mu ch to 
further research into t~e physical, psychological and s oci a l 
reasons behind alcoholism, a s well as the advancement of t he 
treatment methods employed. 
The grm-ving concern over the increased use of a lcoholic 
b everages in the United State s along with a more scientific 
underst anding of the a lcoholic and his problem, has f ocused 
a ttention upon alcoholism a s a grave public health problem. 
l·:Iuch of the mounting concern about alcoholism may be due, 
in part, t o the published accounts of economic and social 
liaoili ties restll ting from alcoholism . Not only is this con-
cern and aw·a reness found among the professional groups con-
cerned vli th the human physical, menta l health and vfelfa re, 
but it is becomlng the conc ern of administrators in i ndustry. II 
Leading business concerns t hroughout the United. Sta tes J\ 
are tackling the problem of alcoholism among t heir employees 1\ 
a s a serious economic and medical problem. The economic los s 
a ttributable ·to a lcoholism is authorita tively estimated to 
run over $1,000,000,000 annually and the annual wage bill 
chargeable to a lcoholi sm is about $432,000,000. Estimates 
I
I 
have been made tha t indicate up to 28,000,000 work- days are 
~~ lost annually throughout ind ustry. The Nationa l Safety 
I 
II 
13 
I j Council estimates show that mishaps cost industry $120,000,000 
' annually. Of these mishaps, at least 1500 preventable acci-
dents every year are caused by intoxics.ted workers. Econo-
mists have pointed out that substanti al losses in efficiency 
due to alcoholism have reduced the over-all national produc-
tivity around 2.6 per cent. Other losses chargeable to alco-
holism, paid in whole or in part by industry, included an 
estimated $188,000,000 for crimes committed under the influence 1
1 
. I 
of liquor, around $35,000,000 for hospital care of alcoholics II' 
and $25,000,000 for maintainance of drunkards in local jails. j1i
1 Alcoholism ranks fourth among the country's public health II 
problems .1 Jj 
From a study based on a scientifically prepared sample of 
the total adult population of the United States, twenty-one 
years of age and over, the social patterns of alcoholic drink-
ing were studied. This study was conducted for Rutgers Uni-
versity by the National Opinion Research Center of the Uni-
versity of Denver. The study investigated the current drink-
ing habits; kinds of alcoholic beverages drunk, incidence and 
frequency of drinking of urban and rural people, rich-poor, 
educated-non-educated, and the difference in drinking habits 
of persons of different religious affiliations. 
This very enlightening study found that almost two out 
1 The Boston Globe, January 8, 1950, p. 34 
I 
I 
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of every three adults in postwa.r America reported that they 
d r ank some kind of alcoholic beverage. In oth er words, 6 5 
per cent of the respondents s a i d they sometimes drank a l co-
holic beverages whereas only 38 per cent s a i d they did not.2 
Th e investig tion attempted to measure the f r equency and 
typ e of drinl~ing tha t \'Va s done. The data indica ted hov-1 often 
peopl e dr ank but not the quantity drunk. The di s tinc tion 
made v-ras between abstainers, occasional drinkers and regula r 
dri nl~ers. The 11 re gul a.r 11 drinkers v-1ere def ined a s t hose whm 
drank a t lea st three times a. v1 eek and e.ll othe r drinl-\.er s were 
d esigna ted. as 11 occas ional 11 drinkers.3 
The term 11 regula r 11 drinke r is not to be conf us ed with 
the more g eneral term of 11 alcoholic 11 or 11 alcoholism 11 as used 
herein. 11 Alcoholism 11 or 11 alcoholic 11 connotes social and/or 
personality problems a s a part or result of excessive use of 
alcohol, whereas 1.1regular 11 drinker is used to distinguish the 
frequency of alcoholic bever ages drunk apart from any p roolem 
aspects. 
The data showed that 17 per cent of the total population 
or better than one out of every four drinkers consumed so me 
alcoholic beverage at lea st t hree times a v.re ek , v.rhile 48 per 
2 John ~l. Riley J r . and Charles F. l•Iorc1 en, 11 Th e Socia l 
Pa ttern s of Alcoholic Drinking , 11 Qua r t erly Journal of Studies 
on Alcohol, 8 ~ 266, September, 1947. 
3 I bi d . , p . 266 
15 
cent wer~ occasional drinkers a nd 35 per cent were ab-
sta iners.4 
The study was able to mea sure the kinds and combinations 
of alcoholic beverages used by the drinking p opulation. This 
is shown in Table III,5 which is the first of four tables 
p resented hereinJ quoted from the study. 
TABLE III 
PER CENT OF POPULATION DRINKI NG VARIOUS KI ND S OF BEVERAGES 
Types of Beverage Per Cent of Total Popula tion 
Wine only 4 
Beer only 15 
Wine and Beer only 6 
Liquor only 7 
Wine and Liquor 3 
Beer and Liquor 11 
Wine, Beer and Liquor 16 
other (Cordials, Liqueurs, etc.) 3 
Total per cent who drank 65 
Table III shows that 31 per cent of the population 
d rinks distilled spirits either exclusively or intermittenly 
with wine or beer. This is significant in the light of the 
fact that there is the general belief tha t most drinkers are 
drinkers of hard liquors. Roughly , tw·o-fifths of the drink-
ing population reported using no distilled s pirits. 6 
4 ~-, p. 266 
5 Ibid., p. 267 
6 Ibid. , p. 266 
16 
The drinking habits of men and women differ somewhat. 
Seventy-five per cent of the male population are drinkers, 
whereas 56 per cent of the women are drinkers. The study 
found that while the same proportion (48 per cent) of both 
sexes drank occasionally, over three times as many men (27 
per cent) as vtomen (8 per cent) were regular drinlcers .7 
The drinking habits between the urban and rural pop-
ulations differed markedly. This difference is shown in 
Table Iv. 8 
'11ABLE IV 
INCIDENCE Al\lD FREQUENCY OF DRir KING BY SIZE OF PLACE 
Population 
Over 1,000,000 
Under 1,000,000 
2,500 to 50,000 
Rural non-farm 
Farm 
Abstainers 
Per Cent 
25 
28 
39 
43 
54 
Occasional Regular 
Drinkers Drinl~ers 
Per Cent Per Cent 
52 25 
53 19 
46 15 
41 16 
38 7 
The social factors involved in the difference in the 
drinking habits of the rural-urban population could well be 
the basis of a fascinating study, indeed. Just what it is 
in either of the two environments that affects the drinking 
7 Ibid . , p. 267 
8 Ibid. , p . . 269 
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II habits would perhaps be quite revealing and be of assistance I! 
in the treatment of alcoholism from its genetic basis. 
The same directional increase in the overall incidence 
and in the frequency of drinking is noted from the farm to 
city, as is seen within the r ange of economic sta tus as one 
moves from the 11 poor 11 to the 11prosperous 11 level. This is 
shNm in Table V .9 
TABLE V 
I NCIDENCE AND FREQUENCY OF DRINKI NG BY ECONOl1IC LEVEL 
Abstainers Occasional Regular 
Drinkers Drinkers 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Prosperous 30 49 21 
Average 34 49 17 
Poor 38 46 16 
The study revealed that the educational breakdown 
yielded similar results: 70 per cent of the respondents 
II 
,, 
1/ 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
II r1ho had at least a high-school education and 62 per cent I. 
of those rlho had not graduated from high-school said they 1! 
sometimes drank alcoholic beverages; 18 per cent of the 
more educated respondents, however, and almost a s many (17 
per cent) of the less educated were claasified as regular 
drinkers.lO 
9 .IQlg. • J p . 269 
10 Ibid. , p. 270 
I! 
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A comparison be.sed on the place of birth of respondent's I! 
parents and grandparents pointed up ethnic differences in 
drinl-cing customs, although rac:l.a l differences 1;'/ere discovered 
to be relatively insignificant. It was found tha t 75 per 
cent of respondents with foreign-born parents and grand-
parents , 73 per cent of t hose with mixed backgrounds, and 
only 55 per cent of those with nat ive backgrounds were 
classified as drinkers. A greater difference was noted when 
frequency of drinking was t aken into account . One out of 
every four respondents with foreign parentage, with only 12 
per cent of those having native ba ckgrounds, were clas sified 
as regular drinkers.ll 
The attention given to the different drinking habits of 
persons of different religious affiliat ions l'ms very inter-
esting. It tias found tha t the proportion of drinkers and 
abstainers according to broad religious groupings tended tD 
reflect the differences in outlook or emphasis given to 
drinking by the respective religious group. Only 59 per cent 
of the Protestant respondents, with 79 per cent of the 
Catholic and as high as 87 per cent of the Jev1ish respondents 
said they drank alcoholic beverage s . This is shown in Table 
vi.l2 
11 Ibi'd., p! 270 
12 Ibid ., P· 270 
,, 
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,, 
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TABLE VI 
I qCIDENCE AND FREQUENCY OF DRINKI NG BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
Absta iners Occasional Regular 
Dr inkers Drinlcers 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Protestant 41 46 13 
Catholic 21 52 2? 
Jewish 13 64 23 
The contrast that exists between the prevalence of 
drinking to the low incidence of alcoholism among the J e't'l s 
I 
li 
II 
' 
has been of especial interest. The Rut gers University study I/ 
pointed out that the majori ty of expl anations tha t have been 
given f or this phenomenon ha s st r essed either; 1) the reali- li 
zation 
use of 
among the J ews of the danger inh er ent in the excessive li 
alcohol and the necessity of avoiding social scandal 1
1 
of all kinds, or 2) the religious and ritualistic factors 
connected with use of wine among Jews.l3 
~fuatever the r eason, it suggests tha t modera tion can 
become a central and powerful fo r ce within t h e morals of 
drinking . l4 
It is only na tural t hat authorities in the field who 
are studying and treating the alcoholic, differ somei'fhat 
in their a rea of empha sis, but basically they agree as t o 
13 Ibid. , p. 2?0 
14 Ibid . , p . 2?0 
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the psychological basis for alcoholism. Likewise, diff erent 
systems of ca t agorization may be .used. Essentially, throo 
types of drinkers are recognized. These a re roughly: l) 
the social drinker viho drinks for the companionship that it 
gives him. His drinking seldom interferes with his normal 
activities nor does he 11 need 11 a drink; 2) the symptome.tic 
drinker l'lho drinks to relieve an organic or psychological 
problem. The drinking its elf is a 11 solution 11 of the deeper 
disorder; and 3) the addicted or compulsive drinker \vho 
11 needs 11 a drink and after the first drink is unable to stop 
until oblivion overtakes him. It is the compulsive drinker 
\nJho goes on 11 lost week ends 11 and then repeats the pattern I 
I; 
again and again . 11 
• . . three broad types of alcoholics: the symptomatic !1 
alcoholic, the reactive alcoholic and the essential alco- 11 
holic. In the symptomatic alcoholic, drinking is inci- I: 
dent and not a major sympto r:1 . There a re other prominent 
and basic neurotic or psychotic symptoms present, or \1 
even organic illness. In the reactive alcoholic it is · 
pos sible to uncover a precipita ting event which initiated 
the drinking. The drinking in this type is often spo-
1 
radiq, being a reaction to reality stress. The attitudes ' 
of the reactive alcoholic tow·ard treatment are different 
from those of the essential a lcoholic and they a chieve 
more or are able to sustain their effort to a greater 
degree than the last group. 
The essential alcoholic can be defined as one in whom 
there is manifest evidence of oral fixation and passive 
feminine wishes conflicting with masculine strivings. 
This problem is solved, upon its recognition at ado-
lescence, through alcohol. These people are noted for 
their inability to carry on sustained effort in work or 
school. Their personality is characterized by excessive 
demands for indulgence. These excessive demands lead 11 
to frustration in the adult world. They experience in- li 
21 
tolerable disappointment and r age, leading to hos t ile 
acts and wishes against those who causeCI_ the disa.ppoinit-
ment. This is followed by guilt and masochism. For 
reassurance against t he guilt feelings and the fears of 
t h e dangerously de structive masochism and the reality 
consequence of his behavior, the individual feels an ex-
cessive need for affection and for indulgence a s proof 
of this affection. Alcohol becomes a pacifier of this 
rage and disappointment. It also becomes a pot ent means 
of ca.rrying out hostile impulses to spite parents, 
family and friends, and as a symbolic gratification of 
t h e need for affection. In this latter aspect it now 
inter1~Veaves itself in a neurotic vicious cycle. 
The reactive alcoholic on the other hand is able to 
sustain more frustration and is able to be more pro-
ductive, even in spite of the vicissitudes of our cultur-
al pattern. He usually has at titudes towa r d trea t ment 
\vhich are different from ancl better than those of the 
essential alcoholic. The essential alcoholic is really 
suffering from a chronic disorder; he is an oral cha rac-
ter in whom the pleasure of the pathological state is 
greater than its hardships. He is therefore a poorer 
treatment prospect. Only after the es sential alcoholic 
has suffered greatly or as the alcoholic s a.ys, 11 hit 
bottom 11 , does he become amenable to any type of trea t-
ment. In the symptomatic a lcoholic the alcoholism 
itself is of minor significan ce, with the solution of 
underlying psychotic, organic or neur otic problems, it 
disappears. 
In all of these type s it must be recognized that alco-
holism is a symptom. It is a symptom pointing to sowe- t 
thing deeper, some disturbance in the chara cter structure ! 
or the personality or the body of the individual. Thera- ~ 
peutic efforts must be directed toward the total man in 
his total environment, t aking into account not only l-lhat rl 
he has to work with, in the form of personality a ttri-
butes and deficiencies, but al so what he has to work in 
and what he is vmrking for. It is necess ary to consider 
the total man , his goals and his environment.l5 
Dr. Robert Fleming, director of the Alcoholism Clinic 
15 Paul M. Kersten, "Changing Concepts in Alcoholism 
and its Management, 11 Qua.rterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol. :1 
9:524-525, March, 194 
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at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Heston, in speaking of 
the alcoholic, differentiates chronic drinking of excessive 
amounts of alcoholic beverages into two general types or 
stages; symptomatic drinking and true adc1icti ve drinking. L6 \1 
I The symptomatic drinker is described as an individual 11 
who takes alcohol in an attempt to obtain relief from the ~~ 
symptoms of some underlying physical, psychological or social 
1
1 
'I 
condition, or any combine.tion of these. The symptomatic i 
drinker stops drinking if the underlying condition can be i 
removed or relieved by non-alcoholic methods .17 11 
,I 
The individual may drink moderately upon a symptomatic jl 
I 
basis for many years without the appearance of serious diffi-
1 culties. However, if the drinking is heavy enough, there ,! 
appears sooner or later, new pathology and nevl symptoms as 
a result of the drinking. The new pathology leads to 
symptoms of a physical, psychological or social nature. In 
time, the individual learns to seek relief through the re-
course to more alcohol.l8 
It is \'Jhen the vicious circle of drinking to relieve 
the symptoms which have been caused by previous drinking has 
been fixed that the condition known as true addictive drink-
II 
i 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I' 
I 
I 
I, 
r I 
I 
) 
16 Robert Fleming M.D., 11 lv1edical Treatment of the II 
Inebriate, 11 Alcohol, Science and Society, 1948 p. 387 
17 Ibid.' p. 387 I 
18 Ibid. ' p . 388 I 
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d I; 
ing is established. I The trea t ment of the addictive drinker 
is enormously compliQated compared to the treatment of simple 
h 
symptomatic drinki ng . The addictive drinking is complicated 
by the co mplex, social and personality problems that have 
resulted from or have been causea. by the drinking. Trea tment " 
of true addictive drinking invokes the disruption of the 
vicious circle that is at the center of the problem. After 
that has b een accomplished, the original bas is for the early 
symptomatic drinking can be dealt with.l9 
For symptomatic drinking based on a psychological dis-
turbance . . . the commonest single cause is . . . the 
anxiety neurosis or, a t any rate, an anxiety stat e, be-
cause alcohol is so helpful in relieving anxiety and 
other tensions. 
AnY normal human being, . . . if he drinks enough and 
over a long enough period of time so that symptoms arise 
from his drinking , may attempt to relieve them by more 
drinlcing-- adcUctive drinking . Some individuals are much II 
mo re susceptible to the action of alcohol than others; 
but any normal human being can get caught i f he drinks ,, 
enough and long enough. 
The only objec t ive of trea tment vihich stands any chance 
of suc ces s is tot al abst inence. Theoreticall~r vlhat one 
tries to do is to relieve all the symptons, thereby 
relieving the cause for drinking .20 
Dr. Robert Seliger has written numerous books on the 
treatment and underst anding of alcoholism e.s a disease. He 
has listed among the personality motivations often found in 
the alcoholic, the following significant observations : 
19 Ibid . , p . 388 
20 I bid ., pp. 389-391 
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1. A self-pampering tendency, vlhich reveals itself in 
a refusal to tolerate even briefly, any unpleasant state 
of mind, boredom, sorrow, anger, disappointment, worry, 
depression, diss a tisfaction, and feelings of inferiority 
or inadequacy. A childish demand for 11! vmnt what I want 
tvhen I want it because I want it u, perhaps expresses the 
attitude of many alcoholics toward life.* 
2. An instinctive urge for self-expression without the 
determination or staying powers to organize t h is urge 
into creative a ction. 
3. A more than usual craving for emotional experience 
1-rhich calls foi' the removal of intellectual restrs.int. 
4. Pov.rerful hidden ambitions without the necesse.ry 
resolve to t ake practical steps to obtain them, with re-
1 sultant discontent, irritability, depression, disgruntled1 1 
ness and general restlessness. 
5. A tendency to flinch fro m the v1orries and responsi-
bilities of life, and to seek escape from reality by the 
easiest means available. 
6. An unreasoning demand for constant happiness or ex-
citement. 
7. An insistent need for the feeling of self-confidence, 
self-importance, calm and poise that some obtain, tempo-
rarily, from alcohol.21 
Excluding the psychotic, feeble minded, schizophrenic, 
and the out-and-out psychopaths, individuals vJ'ho use 
alcohol to 11 excess 11 appear to be at tempting to flee fl"om 
life situations they cannot handle or be in harmony with, 
and to relieve various emotional conditions and features 
of anxiety, depression, restlessness and so on. 22 
* All words italicized by author Dr. Seliger. 
21 Robert v. Seliger, M.D. " A Guide on Alcoholism 
for Social i"forkers, 11 (Baltimore, Alcoholism Publications) 
1945 , p. 24 
22 Ibid . , p • 8 5 II 
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Clinic Trea t ment of the Alcoholic 
Treatment of the alcoholic on an outpatient clini c basis 
involves certa in limitat ions that would not be encountered 
in a closely supervised inpatient trea.tment regime . The 
clinic lacks facilities for detoxicating the patient and . t o 
provide a protective environment until therapy can b egin. 
Likewise, such therapy as t he conditioned-refl ex trea t ment 
cannot be administered in the clinic setting . In the light 
of these limitations it is only na tural to expect the t h erapy 
employed to have a different emphas is or dlfferent immedi-
at e goal. The primary objective of clinic trea t ment is to 
interrupt the vicious circle of drinking, to relieve symptoms 
that have been caused by drinking . 
S:i.nce this is a study of ca.ses treated in an outpatient 
clinic, the dis cussion will be limited to those trea t ment 
methods employed a t the Quincy City Hospit al's Alcoholism 
Clinic. There is no implica tion int ended by the writer that 
any one or group of treatment methods are more effective than 
others. Since t h e tre a tment methods discussed herein a re 
employed a t the Q,uincy City Hospital's Alcoholism Clinic, 
it is a ssumed that those me t hods a re more readily adapt able 
to the clinic setting and the limitat ions of sta f f ru1d fa-
cilitie s available . 
~J ~:¥<?1?-<? ~r:~ :r~:(>:¥ 
The clinic psychiatrist a ttempts through the te chn i que 
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of psychotherapy t o strengthen the pat i ent 's ego, enabling 
him better to . meet frustrations, depression , inferiority 
feelings, etc. Although this method of therapy does not 
relieve t he ba sic cause for these fe elings , the aim of such 
therapy is to .strengthen the patient's tolerance for his 
personality liabilities. In this m~ner the patient first 
begins feebly to cope with life's situations, avoiding the 
pitfalls of ego weakness and l ater becomes more confident 
with the reward of success. In other words, in psychotherapy ,1 
the patient "borrmvs 11 the therapist 1 s ego and is supported 
through thi s initial period of treat ment until he has gained 
sufficient ego strengths to face the disappointments, ~nd 
the feelings of inferiority, wi thout alcohol. 
The ideal treatment f or the a lcoholic che,racter disord ers 11 
'tiould be t o help the patient remold his chara cter struc- : 
ture and become a well integra ted adult personality, abl e I 
to use alcohol as an adjunct to graceful liv:tng or leave 
it alone if he so wishes. This is rarely possible by any j! 
method of p sychotherapy avai l able today. Fortunat ely, t 
it has been lea rned through clinical experience that if 
an alcoholic can permanently absta in fJ•o m alcohol then 
the liabilities of his personality are not released and 
h e is able, with help, to be co me a re a sonably well ad-
justed and contented person again.23 
Psychotherapy a t t empts to support the patient 1 s p erson- ,
1 
'I 
ali ty 11 '\.'lTe ak spo t s 11 as clearly described by Dr. Fleming . I 
The feeling of inadequacy and inferiority, "t-.rhich I think 
is often a secondary result rather than original cause 
of drinking, is something that the doctor can attack at 
23 Louis I. Shar p , "Treatment of Alcoholism, 11 Hygeia, 
June, 1948 p. 396. 
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the very beginning of treatment . It is reassuring to a 
ps.tien t to have you point out hovl these feelings of in-
adequacy and inferiority have come about as a result of 
the way he has been handled. He vaguely realizes that 
his drinking is not ali his fault, and that in some way 
which he cannot understand he has been caught in an en-
tcmgling situation. But he h~s not a single ctefense. 
His friends, his wife, or his parents will po int at him 
and say, 11 He diC:. this oi•that.l1 And it is true that he 
dic1and he cannot justify his behavior. After years and 
years of being absolutely defenseless in this situation, 
he is finally brought in contact with somebody who ex-
plains the · situation in a way that shot..rs it is not wholly 
his fault. When he understands that his feeling of baling 
a lways in the wrong is really something that his associ-
ates have produced in him, although they haven't meant 
to do so, it cheers him up . He thinks, 11Here, at last, 
is somebody vlho understands me. 11• So, as I say, I like to 
start off \ii th what you might call the psychotherapy of 
alcoholism, by talking about the feelings of inferiority 
and inadequacy that I lQlow the patient has. One can gain 
his confidence in that .way. 
Patience is, perhaps, the most important single attribute 
that the therapist must have in treating the alcoholic. 
There are no miracles in this therapy. He should be pre- 1 
pared to spend days, months, and years. I am suspicious 
of a quick- cure, for it often turns out to be just a 
disillusioning experience after s. few vleeks of abstinence .
11 
Psychoanalysis has been rather disappointing as a means 
of treating the ordinary alcoholic . In cases where an 
original, pre-existing, underlying neurosis has been the 
cause of the individual's symptomatic drinlcing, the psy-
chotherapeutic approach, including psychoanalysis, may 
be successful, or at least it is the rational approach. 
But psychoanalysis as a specific therapeutic ~pproach 
has not turned out to be wholly sa.tisfactory . G4 
Merrill Moore in a concise statement outlines the steps 
followed in the psychotherapy of alcoholics. 
1. Getting the patient's story; finding out (if possi-
ble) why he drinks the way he does and why he started to 
24 .2£. cit., p. 393, 395 
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drink when he did; 
2. Gaining the patient's confidence and encour~ging him 
to want to get well. This is often diff icult because the 
alcoholic is usually so di scouraged t h a t he does not 
trust anyone, not even h i mself; and in so me instances it 
means actually stimulating his will to live--making h i m 
w·ant to go on at all. 
3. Continuing to suggest to the patient that he can get 
"Yiell; tha t it is worthi'lhile; that h e can be use:'ul or 
happy in some way in the world, that he has good qualities 1 
v-rhich can be utilized or cl.eveloped; helping him to ge t 
over his feelings of inferiority and inadequacy 1r1hich 
a re often the core of his neurosis. 
4 . Helping the patient to r e- educa te himself emotion-
ally; to learn to relax without liquor; to face his ba.sic 
problems and try out other solutions to them t han the 
a lcoholic escape. The physician helps him to spend his 
energy in constructive r a t h er than destructive T.rfays. The 
a lcoholic often has social asset s that serve him in good 
stead ~·Jhen he need s them. These should be cult ivated. 
This may lead to social rehabilita tion on a more adequa te 
and non- a lcoholic leve.l. All games, sports, int erests 
and hobbies are valuable to t h e a lcoholic, if you can get 
h im to accept them.25 
Dr. Robert Fleming established the first outpatient 
clinic t reatment for alcoholics in the Commonwealth and his 
Boston Clinic has served as a prototype for the Quincy City 
Hospital's Alcoholism Clinic. Dr. Fleming explains the 
clinic method of treating patients as follows: 
Each new patient is given a half hour interview, during 
which an a ttempt is made to size up the situation, usu-
ally f airly acute, and pl ans are formulated. As a rule 
the patient is urged to b e totally abstinent imaedi a tely, 
is given prescriptions for \'J'hatever medica tion se ems ap-
propriate and , as a more or less routine procedure a 
25 Herrill l•foore, "Toward a Better Underst~:mding of 
Alcoholism, 11 Alcohol Hygiene, Vol II No. 1 January-.F'ebru-
a ry 1 946 , p. 11 
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physical examination is arranged f or the patient in the 
general outpatient clinic. 
At subsequent follotv-up interview·s the past history and 
drinking history are explored and an a ttempt is made to 
reconstruct with the patient the development of his alco-
holism and to help him deal more adequately tvi th what-
ever personal or environmental factors might tend to 
r esumption of drinking . 
Full utilization is made of co mmunity resources such a s 
Alcoholics Anonymous, which has been extremely co-oper-
a tive, and it has been found easy to build up mutually 
effective rela tionshi p s with the clergy, the church a.ncl 
various social agencies. 
A number of interesting impres s ions stand out as a result 
of our experience so far. For one thing, it is sur-
prising that successful s~bulatory handling is pos s ible 
in so many chronic alcoholic cases. Cert a inly in the 
vast majority of instances no questions of institutional-
ization or hospit alization for sobering up purposes ever 
arises . 
It is my impression tha t the necessi ty for hospita l beds 
1 in treatment of chronic alcoholism has been somel<Vhe.t o:ver-
em;)hasized. It is true of course, that in an occasional 
case of a cute alcoholism or of an alcoholic ·psychosis, 
hospitalization is a matter of urgent necessity, but 
such cases are the exception rather than the rule. 
I am convinced that it i s um1i s e as tvell as unnecessary 
to orge11ize for the treat ment of a l a r ge number of alco-
holics around an inpat ient setup, although it is desira-
ble to have such facilities available for the occas ional 
case where they are needed . 
Another point is hovl ideal and ready made a loca tion the 
conventional outpatient department of the general hospi-
tal is for treating chronic alcoholism. From the 
patient's standpoint, the empha sis is on the medical 
a spects of the problem, whi ch is as it should be with no 
psychiatric stigma involved. 
From the doctor's standpoint, it is ea sy to focus upon 
the ambulatory patient s.ll the great resources in diag-
nosis and specialized treatment which a modern general 
hospital affords. These include labora tory technique; 
x-ray; special clinics such as gynecology, allergy, derma- 1 
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tology, endocrinology; the social service department; a 
record system, and the appo intment office. 
All the elabora te mach inery for ha.nd.ling sick people is 
set up and functioning and absorb s an al coholic clinic 
like a sponge. vfi thin such frametvork it is possible to 
deal eas ily and effectively with most of the problems 
which come up in the course of trea ting an individual 
a lcoholic. 
Furthermore, it would seem to be educationally desira-
ble for the medi cal personnel of the hospital, especial-
ly the house off icers and medi ca l s tudent s, to have con-
t a ct in an organized~ way ,..,i th the clinica l material of 
chronic alcoholism. Alcoholic cases present many inter-
esting and legitimate problems for medical investigation 
and research . One subsidiary function of an alcoholic 
clinic in a general hospit al is to provide a framework 
for making alcoholic cases easily end routinely availa-
ble f or research purposes. 
Another i mportant aspect of the organizat ion of an alco-
holic clinic in the outpatient department of a general 
hospital is t hat such a clinic pay s its ovm v:ray. By 
using existing facilities exclusively and \·Ii thout any 
special modification, and by utilizing the work of one 
volunteer physician and one volunteer lay assistant three 
hours a week, it has been possible to operate the clinic 
wi thout any budget at all . 
The nlan admits of almost unlimited exnen sion. Given 
adequate volunteer personnel, and utilizing outpatient 
facilities already existing in the general hospitals of I 
Boston today, it should be possible to treat adequately 
many hundreds of chronic alcoholic men and Homen vli thout .
1 
t h e expenditure of a single cent of the hospital's money~ 
~ ~~~~~~.~~~~~P.~ I 
The 11wonder-drug 11 of alcoholism has been found in a spe- I 
cif ically purified tetre.l thyl thiuron disulphide, trade named 
11Antabuse 11 • This drug vlE.s discovered and developed as a 
26 Robert Fleming , l..f. D., 11A Clinic for the Alcoholic," 
Hospitals, 21:51, June, 1947 
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tre atment agent in alcoholsim in Denmark and has been recffi1tly 
introduced and tested in the United States. This drug has· 
been carefully tested in Denma rk and has been found to be 
quite effective in help ing the alcoholic to shun drinking. 
It is not claimed to cure or replace the more established 
methods of trea ting alcoholism, but it is merely another 11sup-
portll in interrupting the alcoholic's vicious circle of drink-
ing . 
Experience in Denmark indicates that there should be t wo 
phases of treatment: 1) the administration of Ant a.buse \'vhich 
induces the patient to shun drinking; and_ 2) psychotherapy, 
w·hich supports the patient in his desire to continue treat-
ment, to l"eadjust socially and_ finally to make basic changes 
in his habits. In addition to psychotherapy on an individual 
basis, group therapy is felt to be equally important.27 
The procedure followed in Denmark in the use of Antabuse 
in the treatment of alcoholism has been followed as somewhat 
of a pattern for its use in the United States. The trea tment 
process in Denmark begins vli th a clea r view of the patient's 
drinking habits, background, personal history and details of 
family history obtained through interview w·i th the patient. 
This is followed by a careful physical and neurological 
27 Frick Glud., 11 The Treatment of Alcoholi c Patients in 
Denmark with 1 Antabuse • vJi th Suggestions for i 'ts Trial in the 
United States ," Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol 
10:185-197, September, 1949 
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examination.28 
If physical and laboratory examinat ions show that the 
patient is in good physical condition, Antabuse therapy is 
begun immediately Ol" as soon thereafter as is thought advisa-
ble. The drug alone is harmless but combined with alcohol, II 
symp toms of marked flushing, perspiration, redness of the 
I 
I 
I 
eyeba.lls, diffi culty in breathing , odor of a cetone in the . II 
brea th, pal pitat ions, vo miting and low pressure will be 
marked. 29 
After the above investigation has been made, the patient 
is informed about the method of giving the treatment and the 
.I 
I 
rea ction he will experience if h e drinks alcohol after t aking ,I 
Antabuse. Effort is made to see that t h e patient is clear 
about effe cts of Antabuse with alcohol and he is cautioned 
about the future use of drugs containing alcohol such as 
tonics and cough mixtures. The import a . nce of t B.king the 
medica tion and keeping clinic appointments is st re ssed .30 
The patient is encouraged to believe t hat his excessive 
use of alcohol is a disea se for which trea tment is indicated. 
An analogy is drawn betv1een alcoholism and other conditions, I 
such as diabetes, in which sugar must be avoided. The 1l 
28 Ibid., P· 186 
29 Ibid., P· 186 
30 Ibid., P· 186-187 
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patient is told that the taking of Ant abuse may be a s ne ces-
sary to alcohol-intolerant pa tients a s insulin is to dia-
betics. The patient is given to understand that alcohol is 
I
! a poison to them. The word 11 alcohol-intolerant 11 replaces 
1
1 the >~ords "drunkard" and "alcoholic" . 31 
II It has been found that usually six or eight trials 1r1i th 
,, 
II alcohol are carried out during the first two months of 
Antabuse treatment. There are several rea sons for this. 1) 
to show the patient how he reacts to alcohol; 2) to adjust 
the maintenance dosage of Antabuse , and 3) to develop s?me 
aversion to alcohol. The reaction due to Antabuse plus 
alcohol occurs normally after a he.lf hour and lasts for one 
to two hours. When it is over, the patient falls into a 
sound sleep and awakens refreshed .32 
It should be noted that the study of trea ting a.lcoholism 
with Ant abuse in Denmark was conducted either in sanitariums 
or in the patient's own home. It can be readily seen that 
the use of Antabuse in the clini c setting as described in 
this study 'tvould necessitate some modifications. Since 
clinic facilities are not available for a short period of 
inpatient care, where trial with drinking alcohol can be 
carried out, the trial portion of the trea tment routine has 
31 Ibid ., p. 187 
32 Ibid ., p. 187 
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to be elimina t ec1. To supplement t his , the patient is en-
couraged repeatedly to continue in the taking of Ant abuse as 
a safeguard agains t relapses. 
The import ance of group a ctivities or group therapy for 
the patient lvho is in treatment with Antabuse has be en found 
in Denmark . From the beginning , the patient is encouraged 
to join a Danish organiza.tion called "Ring in Ring " tha t has 
been f ormed on the patt ern of Alcoholics Anonymous in the 
United States . It is an opportunity to fill the gap s in t h e 
patient 1 s life which has develop ed in connection 1>ri th absti-
nence . Mutual support is paramount in the group a s soci-
ations . 33 
St~<?lfl? . ~P:~:r:C?-1?~ 
The importance of assisting the alcoholic in making ne1v 
acquaintances and associates has been recognized by thera-
pists as a necessary part of the rehabili tative program . 
The very fac t that Alcoholics Anonymous , purely a group of 
persons i'V ith a common understanding and purpose, abstinence , 
has e.ch ieved the high degx•ee of success in relieving a lco-
holies from debauchery , is a clear indication of the im-
portance of group a ction or group therapy in the treatment 
of alcoholics. 
In a discuss ion of the therapeutic values of Alcoholics 
1 
33 Ibid., p. 188 
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Anonymous in the approach to the drinking problem Dr. Tiebout 
states: 
Anonymous with every patient that can be encouraged to attend II 
the organization's meetings. The clinic psychiatrist feels 
that in no ivay does the work of Alcoholics Anonymous or the 
clinic conflict, but only aids in the treatment of the 
patient ~rvho can profit from the Alcoholics Anonymous experi-
ence,. 
The simple, sincere, religiously motivated, philosophy 
oi' Alcoholics Anonymous is clearly stated in the follm'll'ing 
paragraph: 
Basically, the Alcoholics Anonymous program, which is 
04 Harry M. Tiebout, M.D., "Therapeutic Mechanism of 
Alcoholics Anonymous, 11 Medicine Looks at Alcoholics Anonymous 
p. 18 
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spiritual but non-sectarian, incorporates a shift in 
thinking and feeling about oneself--from the destructive I 
patterns of the past tvhich . l:w-ere associated vii th drinking 
to redirected ~vays of thinking and feeling v-;hich inspire 
sobriety and peace of mind. It is substituting whole- I 
some new attitudes for old ones which have proved faulty. 
Assistance in learning new v1ays of living is gained from 
the example and guidance of members who have been suc-
cessful in remoldj_ng their ovm lives, and through 1.veekly 
group meetings. lt1any of the groups maintain quarters 
t'lhich are open to members day and night. Nevl associates 
and associations and a$sist ance in finding jobs and in 
reestablishing family relations, are . offered by the 
members without charge. Alcoholics who re quest help 
are accepted at face value. This attitude of acceptance 
without condemnation is so strikingly in contrast with 
the attitude of the public a.t large that the a lcoholic 
experiences an emotional shift which frequently brings 
him into the group. By comparison vli th the resist ance 
the a.lcoholic exhibits to sugges tions about treatment 
offered by members of his family, friends, clergymen, 
and others, the a cceptance of the Alcoholics Anonymous 
approach is reme.rkable. It supports the vietvpoint that 
many alcoholics not only need assistance but will accent 
it when it is extended under suitable conditions--con-· 
di tions of vlhich the public to the present time, has had 
little or no understanding.35 
In 1935, Alcoholics Anonymous 1.1as begun by t1.vo habi tue.l 
11 d runks 11 , one a doctor, the other a broker, both of some d is-
tinction before alcohol addiction began to ruin their careers 
and threaten to break up their homes . This took place in 
Akron, Ohio. They d ecided one drunk might help another. 
Today the organization has some 85 , 000 members in 2 , 400 
chapters throughout , the country . The membership has as its 
35 Raymond. G. McCe.rthy and Edgar :tv!. Douglass, Alcohol 
and Social Responsibility (Nevl York: Thomas Y. Cro't';rell Co. 
and Yale Plan Clinic, 1949) p. 129 . 
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goal; to h elp ea ch other stay away from alcohol.36 
It has generally been conceded b;y- authorities studying 
and treat ing the alcoholic that the Alcoholics Anonymous 
movement represents the most l'Tidely successful attempt at 
alcoholic rehabilitation in this country's history. Alco-
holies Anonymous maint0ins that 75 per cent of its members 
have a chieved sobriety. Even with the relative success of 
Alcoholics Anonymous as a group fellowship program, it does 
not answer the needs of all alcoholics.37 Some individuals 
re quire intensive medical and psychiatric trea tment 'ltlhi ch 
members of Alcoholics Anonymous do not pretend to offer.38 
Social Service Treatment 
Social Bervices for the alcoholic and his f amily are 
reco gnized as an important part of the total trea tment ap-
p ro a ch to the problem of alcoholism. It can be s a i d i.-lith 
relative certainty, that most alcoholics have other problems 
of a social, financi al, marital or employment nature in ad-
dition to their problem drinking. This area of treatment for ,I 
which the social service worker has developed specific s kills 
and resources in the handling of such problems, has been 
recognized as contributing immeasurably to the treatment 
36 Kathryn Close, 11 Hope For the Alcoholic, 11 The Survey 
85:205 April, 1949. 
37 Ibid., p . 204 
38 IvicCarthy and Douglass, .2J2. cit. p . 129 
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of alcoholism. 
It has be en not ed t hat only pa tients who were s een in 
t h e Alcoholism Clinic of t he Quin cy City Hospital and ~vho had ' 
p ressing social problems were r eferred f or social s er vice 
treatment . The regula r Social Service Depa rtment of t h e 
hospi t a l has given so ci al services to the pat ients referr ed 
f rom t h e Alcoholi sm Clinic. Re fe r rals are mad e , i n the ma i n , 
by the Clinic 1 s neuro-psychia tris t . Becau s e of t he voltmteer 
s t a tus of the Alcoholism Clinic, referral s for s ocia l 
s ervices were k ep t to a minimum. However, since the Alco-
holi sm Clinic became a part of a sta te pro gr am f or t r ea ting 
alcoholism i n Novembe r, 1949, the Clinic has envisaged t h e 
addition in the near futur~ of a psychi a t r ic so ci al worker 
to t h e Olinic 1 s staff. Thi s Cl i nic social worke r wi l l gi ve 
s ervices speci f ically to the al coholic and h i s f amily t hat 
will parallel the s erv ices curr ently given by the regular 
Social Servi ce Department of t he h ospital. By t h e addition 
of thi s 1-vorker to t h e Clinic sta f f, a gr ea t er number of 
patient s \vill be receiving social s er vice s tudy , di agno s is 
and t r ea tment. The alcoholic and/or h i s f amily who r eceive s 
s oc i al s ervices, experiences und ers t andi ng , s uppor t, and 
a s sistance with t h e general socia l probl ems tha t a re pre-
sent ed as ob sta cle s to an adeque.t e and re\-Tarding ad jus tment. 
Th e Quincy Cl i nic's p sych i a trist reco gnizes t h e fulle r treat-
ment of the alcoholic problem by t h e fre e use o i' s ocial 
39 
services. 
Case work with the alcoholic does not deviate from the 
basic concept of an accepting, non-judgmental, non-condemn- ·\ 
ing, non-punitive q~.pproach to the individual 'l.'l'i th a problem · jl 
n~edin~ assistance . The alcoholic is a hypersensitive indi-
vidual, depressed with fe eling s of guilt and inferiority. 
He wants help with these fe elings, but is resistant and fear-
ful of expressing them because of the condemning attitude 
sho~·m him in the past . The alcoholic seeks and needs under-
standing. The social worker should , there fore, 
. a ct as a sustaining and guiding person vlhile help-
ing the client to get what relief he can from sharing 
his problem .:md from experiencing a cceptance by someone 
1.·rho can see his real self behind his false front and help 
him, in a measure, to see it, and who respects him as a 
person even though not approving of all his behavior; \·,rho 
can be counted on to back him up when he needs it but not 
to take over his burdens for hiru.39 · 
Dr. Joseph Thimann, Medical Director of the Washing-
tonian Hospital, Boston, recognizes social services as one of 
the treatment methods employed in dealing tvi th the alcoholic 
problem. He explains this as follows : 
The third element of our therapeutic pl an concerns the 
patient's environment. To handle t h is ad eQuately is often 
difficult, and not so much in respect to interpreting the 
patient's problem to his relat ives but because it may be 
necessary to keep a_ ~rife or mother from gratifying her 
neurotic needs at the expense of the patient. More often 
than not the nearest relatives of our patients are 
39 Marjorie H. Boggs, 11Social Work Treatment of Inebr2-
ates,11 Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 4 :559 , March, 
1944. 
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emotional ly i mmature, insecure, demanding , pos sessive 
neurotics. In the case of a wife, disappointment in h e r 
marriage--especially if the pat ient ' s stunted psycho-
sexual d evelopment entails a son-mother pat tern of re-
l ationship--may le ad to viol ent hostility, conscious or 
unconscious. The neurotic pos sess ive 1vife may enjoy 
her si ck husband ' s dependence . The prospect of h is re-
habilitation may be a t hreat to her . !viod. ification of 
this situa tion calls for an experien ced a nd ski l lful 
cas e vJorker. 
Mani pulati ng t h e patient's environment involves also his 
working environment, and sometimes vocational guidance. 
The patient's emotional and s ocial und er -development 
often manifests itself in his inadequate schooling and 
training. Th is forces him i nto a lovr social and econami c 
stratum and certainly does not contribute to feelings of 
importance and a ccomplishment on the part of t h e patient 
or to his a ccep t ance on the part of his vJife . Gui Ci.e.nce 
and encouragement may contribute s ubstantially towar d 
the patient 1 s gai ning sel f - assurance as well as economic 
and socia l security. 
It is our experience that a well chosen, gainful occu-
pation, 1:1i th subsequent feelings of a ccomplishment , im-
portance and security, is a r elevant st a.b ili zing fa.ctor 
in reha.bili t a tion . This t a sk of handling the patient 1 s 
environment is in most cases the domain of the So cial 
Service Department.40 
Through the availability of p sychotherapy, Antabuse 
therapy, e,nc1 group therapy by the l oca l Al coholics Anonymous 
group , and soci al service t re a tment , the Alcoholism Clinic 
at the Quincy City Hospit al offers to t h e community, moderJa 
treatment for its s~ coholics. The increas ing number of re-
ferrals from t he Court and social agencies inclicates the value 
an Alcoholism Clinic has in making more effective the social 
services given to famil ies ·in Which alcoholism is a factor. 
40 Joseph Thima.nn, M.D. 1 "Constructive Team-vrork in 
the Treatment of Alcoholism," ~uarterly Journa l of Studies 
on .Alcohol, 8 :572- 573, Harch 1 48 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE PRESENTATIONS 
Th e thirteen case s comprising this study are the tota l 
numbe r of ca s es treated concurrently in the ·uin cy City Hospi-
tal's Alcoholism Clinic and Social Service Department from 
April, 1948 to December 1, 1949 . Since this is a qualit ative 
study involving a small number of cases, the writer abstracted 
case material and supplemented this with follow-up study, for 
the purpose of measuring the effectiveness of concurrent 
clinic and social service treatment of the problems resulting 
from alcoholism a s well as the etiological factors con-
tributing to the addicted drinking and those social f actors 
that responded best to social servic e treatment . 
The cases studied were those of eleven male and t uo 
female alcoholics. Their ages ranged from twenty-eight to 
fifty- five years with a mean a ge of 38.8 years and a median I 
age of thirty-six years. This is shown in Table VII. I, 
Eighty-five per cent of the cases studied were married 
at the time the agency 's social studies were made. This is 
sh own in Table VIII. 
T.t>.e social problems that surround the married alcoholic 
are many and complex. These are often centered in marital 
d isharmony and are aggrava ted by financial and/or employment 
p roblems . The pattern of escape througp. alcohol as demon-
s tra ted by the alcoholic beco mes well established as the 
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TABLE VII 
AGE RANGE OF CASES STUDIED 
Age Range Number of 
28-30 2 
31-33 1 
34-36 4 
37-39 0 
40-42 1 
43-45 3 
46- 48 1 
Over 48 1 
Total 13 
TABLE VIII 
MARITAL STATUS OF CASES STUDIED 
Married 
Single 
Divorced. 
Total 
Number of Persons 
11 
1 
1 
13 
Persons 
Per Cent 
85. 
7 . 5 
7.5 
100 
4 3 
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social problems increase in amount and intensity. Alcohol 
is his 11 solution 11 to problems resulting from drinking. It 
is interesting to note that those cases referred for social 
services e.nd herein studied were predomina.ntely persons 
married or who had been married. 
Cases 1, 2, and 3 of the cases presented were slight 
service cases , \vhere the_ individual presented a socia l 
p roblem that required but a minimum of sociFtl service trea-t-
ment . The material available in these cases was limited. 
The material available in the case records studied has 
been summarized and interpreted herein to ascertain the 
etiological factors inherent in the alcoholic behavior 
pattern and to determine the effectiveness of the treatment 
given. 
It should be noted that in order for the writer to 
present concise case abstractions from the t hirt een case 
records studied, the more subtle aspects of the casevJorkers 
role has been, in so me instances , implied. For the purpose 
of ready clarity , the more tangible manipulation of the 
patient ' s environment has been presented. It should there-
fore be understood that ea ch case presented herein involved 
the subtle therapeutic values of understanding , sympathy, 
empathy and in general, ego support similar to the ego sup-
port given by the clinic psychiatrist. This can be a ttested 
to by the length of time the alcoholic tvas knovm to Social 
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Service. Nuch of therapeutic value is derived fro m the re-
l a tionship tha t is establish ed b etween alcoholic and soci a l 
t·rorker and through interpretation and the casel-JOrk s l\.ills, 
the patient is better able to view his problem realistically. 
Th e following ca ses are grouped into two catagories. 
Those cases tha t were able to utilize the concurrent clinic 
anc1 social service :treatment off ered them were grouped under 
the heading of 11Responded to Treatment 11 , and the cases tha t 
tvere unable to utilize the concurr ent trea t ment offered them . 
were grouped under the heading of "Unresponsive to Treatment". I 
In one case, Case #13, information was not available to 
justify grouping it under one of the above headings. 
Responded to Treatment 
· Case #1 
John E., age thirty-six,, was r ef erred to :;ocial Service 
by the Clinin 1 s neuro-psychi atrist for help in securing 
em~loyment. He had been referred to the Alcoholism 
Clinic by the Court. 
John was an unmarried army veteran tvho supported a na_ mad e il 
_1is home rl i th his elderly moth er. Job possibilities 
>vere discussed ~;.,r i th him and h e later found a construction II 
job. He showed resourcefulness by having other job 
possibilities in mind. 
I For the brief period (ten days) John wa s known to Social 1 
Service, he wa s attending the Clinic regularly and was 'I 
doing well. ·I 
F'ollo'iv-up II 
John felt the Clinic had helped him in reducing the 
amount of drinking he did. He had felt clinic attendance 
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a stipulation of his probation from the Court. He was at 
the time unemployed. 
Case #2 
Clarence G., age thirty-tJ:;l.ree, 1-ras referred to Social 
Service by the Clinic's neuro-psychiatrist for assistance 
in arranging medical care. Clarence had been referred 
to the Alcoholism Clinic by a friend. 
Examination and hospital admiss ion were arranged for 
Clarence. Following his discharge, he continued with 
treatment in the Alcoholism Clinic. He was known to 
Social Service fifteen days. 
Follm·T-up 
Clarence had abstained for t1i'To years and felt proud of 
his achievement. He continued to at tend the Clinic and Alco-
holies Anonymous meetings regularly and felt that both had 
been of great help to him. He enjoyed financial and emotion-
al security for the first time in years, after he gave up 
drinking. His family and social relationships had become 
more enjoyable and harmonious. 
Clarence and his wife had no ch ildren and were both 
employed . Clarence vJOrked as an uns killed laborer. He had 
alvlays worked steadily excep t for a brief period preced ing 
his treatment in the Clinic. 
Case #3 
Larry 0., age thirty-four, vTas referred to the Alcoholism I 
Clinic by the Commit tee for Education on Alcohol. At 
the time Larry \'la.s kno1m to Social Service, he vla s un-
employed and ga.ve a history of losing jobs because of 
alcoholism. He had a history of drinking for fifteen 
years. 
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Larry was married and the f a ther of two children a~ed · 
five a.nd three. He had an indebtedness of around ~ 300. 
Upon the re quest from Mrs. o .. to the Social Service 
Department,_ arrangements were made under the guidance of 
the c1inic psychiatrist for Larry's referral to the 
\vashingtonian Hospital livi th a diagnosis of acute phase 1 
of chronic periodic alcoholism for a period of seven days. 
Following his . discharge from the ~vashingtonian Hospital, 
the patient continued I'Ti th his treatment in the Alco-
holism Clinic. Larry was very co-operative and for a 
time ca~e to the Clinic with his wife. The case was 
known to the Social Service Department for one and one-
half months. 
Follo1·1-up 
At the request of the clinic neuro-psychiatrist follow-
up study wa s not made on Larry. The linic 1 s neuro-psy-
chiatrist felt that such a conta ct v.rould arouse too much 
anxiety. Larry '\vas, however, continuing with his treatment 
and. v-ias mal\.ing progress . 
Case #4 
Allen N., age forty-four, wa s referred to Social Service 
by the .l inic 1 s neuro-psychiatrist for aid in arranging 
d.ental care. Allen had been referred to the Alcoholism 
Clinic by the Court. 
Allen was a piper by occupation, but was unemployed at 
the time of his referra~. His family consisted of his 
wife, aged forty-four, and three children. Daughter 
Alice, aged twenty-five, 't-Tas married but w·as separated 
from her husband. She and her six year old son \vere 
living in theN. home. 
The family was slightly in debt but Allen shoi';ed re-
sourcefulness in finding what odd jobs he could. He 
attended the Clinic regularly and sho\r.red great improve-
ment. He soon found that his neighbors 1..rere more kind 
to him since he showed intentions of stopping his drink-
ing and he felt better physically. His vlife "\'las sympa-
thetic and encouraged him to continue treatment. 
q 
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A job "'vas a rranged for Allen and. denta l f acilities were 
pointed out to him. During the three months t hat he was 
known to Social Service, he was getting along well and 
continued to attend the Clinic regularly. 
Comment 
Allen presented no significant personality or social 
problems that may have precipi t ated his alcoholism. Apparent-
ly he was an habitual drinker whose drinking was at a point 
of becoming a problem in his personal rela tionships. 
Follow-up 
Allen had abstained for a year and during that time had 
experienced much happier family _ and social relationships. He 
was steadily employed. He felt his new acquaintances through 
the Alcoholics Anonymous had been of great help to him and_ he 
enjoyed the weekly meetings for their never-ending f' i ght 
against a lcoholism. He felt the Clinic and Social Service 
II 
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had h elped him to overcome his drinking and lead him to Alco- ~~ 
holies Anonymous. 
Case #5 
Ernest C., age thirty-six, v-ras re f erred to Social Service 
1 by the clinic neuro-psychiatrist for financial as sistance. 
Ernest had been referred to the Alcoholism Clinic by the 
Court. 
The C. family l"la s lvi thout food and fuel and t.Yas in ar-
rears on rent. They f a ced eviction. They had an in-
debtedness of $1100 to $1 200. 
Ernest i.Yas a t the time unemployed , but had -vwrked as a 
s a lesman. He was a navy veteran and had had a h i gh 
school educa tion, plus one year of prep school. 
The C1 s had been married nine years. They had three 
children ranging in age fro m seven to two years. Mrs.C. 
was also an alcoholic. 
Financial help \'las obtained for the C 1 s and soon there-
after Ernest vtas able to return to work. Although he had 
several relapses of drinking and failed to keep his 
clinic appointments, he tva s on the 1...rhole, quite regular 
in his clinic attendance. He was able to recognize his 
drinking as a problem and felt the Clinic tvas helping 
him. Ernest and his wife attended Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetings and in this way he conscientiously tackled his 
drinking and responded well to treatment. 
Effort was directed at 111rs. C 1 s drinking through Ernest 
and Social Service contacts ·Kith her. It i'las soon reali-
zed that clinic treatment wa s needed for Mrs. C. The 
case vle~s known to Social Service fifteen and one-half 
months and was still active. 
Comment 
Ernest and r~Irs. C. both app eared to be immature people. 
As a result of their escape through alcohol, they encountered 
financial difficulties and marital disharmony. Through con-
current treatment in the Clinic and Social Service Department, 
the family \'Vas able to improve their financial situation and \I 
to develop a sense of confidence in their ability to cop e I 
with their problems. 
Follow-un 
Ernest v.ras vlOrk ing steadily. He had absta,ined for over 
a year and in that time had become more responsible and de-
pendable. The financial and marit a l difficulties h a.d im-
proved consid erably but f urther improvement ~-vas blocked by 
Hrs. C 1 s sloiv response to trea. t ment for her drink ing. She 
continued to drink, but felt that she had improved since 
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clinic treatment was begun. 
Case #6 
James D., age forty, was referred to Social Service by 
the clinic neuro-psychiatrist for assistance in solving i 
problems related to real estate. James had been referred 1 
to the Alcoholism Clinic by the Court. 
James was married and the f a ther of five children rang- '' 
ing in age from ten month s to six years. His wife had 
been a school teacher prj_or to their marriage. James 
had not completed high school. 
The D. family had accumuiated debts of about . $1000. They 
were attempting to sell their home in order to make 
enough profit to pay their creditors and buy another 
home. 
James felt inferior to his wife and accused her of having 
relations with other men. He claimed that his wife did 
not discuss anything about the home with him. He felt 
that she showed no affection for him and that she would 
like to see him drinking again. He blamed her for 
managing their finances poorly. 
I 
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The patient was interested in clinic treatment and 1.1as ,, . 
quite regular in clinic attendance e.nd attendance at 
1
1 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. Since beginning treatment, 
he had abstained for a period of nine months and felt he li 
vwuld never drink again. 
In the twelve months the D. family was known to Social 
Service, much pressure was brought to bear by their many 
creditors~ Foreclosure on their home, attachment of 
wages and discontinuance of utili ties \'I ere threa.tened. 
Leniency and deferred payment ':vere difficult to obtain. 
Mrs. D. feared that action by creditors would result in 
James' drinking again, but through the efforts of various 
agencies and community resources, this was narrowly 
avoided. 
Comment 
James' feelings of inferiority and inadequacy were 
relieved by alcohol . Indebtedness and pressure from his 
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creditors resulting from his drinking only led to more drink-
ing . Through clinic treatment, J ames was given reas surance 
and was supported by Social Se r vice, to . abstain from drink-
ing and again face his responsibili ties . 
Follow·-up 
James was continuing with clinic trea tment and Alcoholics I• 
Anonymous meet ings. He had abs t a ined for a year and in t hat 
time had become more responsible in family a nd financial 
matters. Although still pres sed by creditors, the family 
felt they had the strength to face these responsibilities. 
Ca se #7 
Clyde M., age t hirty-five, was referred to Social Service 
by the clinic neuro-psychiatr ist for a i d in social 
planning for Clyde and his family. He had been referred 
to the. Alcoholism Clinic by the Court. He was diagnosed 
a s a cutely intoxicated and question of delirium tremens, 
and was admitted to the Washingtonian Hospital for a 
period of eight months where he stayed at the hospital 
in a· living-in arrangement and received psychiatric inter- ' 
views. During thls time, the Q,uincy City Hospital Socia l 
Service was follo\ving Clyde 1 s progress in ord er to give 
adequate interpretation to the family. Mrs. M. had 
threatened legal separation and this was avoided upon 
the recommendat ion of the clinic p sychiatrist. 
Clyde was born of Finnish, Protestant pRrents. 
mother tvas strict, but both parents were kind. 
felt that Clyde and his brother were snoiled by 
parents who indulged t h em. -
His 
Mrs. M. 
his 
ClycLe began to drink 11 ho me bretv" a t t h e a ge of fifteen. 
At twenty-three h e began drinking heavily vJi th friends. 
His drinking had been a problem for the past five yea rs, 
even though he had t wo periods of abstinance, one of 
eight and another of nine months duration. 
Clyde, a high school graduate, had married a t t he age of 
'I 
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tv.renty-one, having known Mrs. 1<1. three years prior to 
their marriage. They had six children, ranging in age 
from three to twelve years. After the birth of the third 
child, Clyde began to drink heavily and became abusive. 
He seemed to resent his wife's pregnancie$ . . 
Clyde had intermittent employment and Mrs . :M. felt his 
drinking w-Ja s a factor in his losing jobs. The f amily 1 s 
finances were in a precarious state, although there 't·ias 
no indebtedness. 
Mrs. ~1. thought Clyde drank because he did not \•rant re-
s ponsibility; that he wanted everything for himself. He 
would request special food and was selfish. 
Clyde had had one admission to the Medfield Sta.te Hospi-
tal with alcoholic psychosis and delirium tremens. 
After leaving the Washingtoni an Hospital, Clyde was seen 
in the Alcoholism Clinic irregularly. He had contact 
with Alcoholics Anonymous. 
After another period of heavy drinking, Clyde was helped 
to accept private sanato r ium care. Treatment at the 
sanatorium v:as very successful, l'lhere the patient i·.ras 
again in an atmosphere of protection. 
Clyde and Mrs. M. were evaluated by the clinic neuro- psy-
chiatrist as immature people . 
Comment 
Clyde was an immature man who satisfied his dependency 
needs through alcohol. !"..rs. 1-1. 1 s l a clt of understanding compli-
cated the treatment objective. Although Clyde and l·1rs. H. 
were of different religious faiths, it did not appe~r to be 
a complicating factor. 
Follow-up 
Clyde and Hrs. M. were separated. He 'tvs.s 't-rorking 
steadily and living at the City Home, which is a home main-
tained by the City of Quincy for the indigent and the home-
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less. Mrs . M. '\vas receiving financial assist cmce from the 
Department of Public Welfa re. 
·I' Clyde had abst e.ined for a p eriod_ of three months. 
~ Unresuonsive to Treatment 
• 
... 
Case #8 
Edna H., age forty-five, was referred to the Alcoholism 
Clinic by a friend. She had a history of mild drinking 
for sixteen years prior to 1945. From 1945 to 1947 she 
drank heavily. She had been a rrested many times for 
d runkenness and via s knmvn to many social agencies. She 
h ad had one sentence to t he ~vomen 1 s Reformatory, but her 
husband had requested her release after she had served 
f our months of the one year sentence. 
Edna H. wa s born in Finland and h ad lived in the United 
Sta tes and Q,uincy, thirty years. He r husband wa s a 
co mmon l aborer approxL ately ten to fifteen yea.rs h er 
senior. Both Edna and her husband had been mar r ied 
p reviously and had child ren. These children were grown 
and out of the home. Edna's former husband was decea sed. 
Th e present morriage 1rJ8.S suggested by Edna Is daughter 
after Mr . H. had befriended Edna on one occa sion by 
t aki ng her off the streets intoxicated, buying her clothes ! 
a nd renting her a room. They had been married t h ree 
years and had financial security, at the time known to 
Social Service. 
Edna 's early history reve aled that she had been ~n un-
wanted child. Her parent s h ad turned her over to a nother 
f amily . These peo.~. Jle r a ised her until she vms fourteen . 
When Edna came to the United States to join her mother, 
she found her mother remar r ied. To this union wa s born 
a child each yea r and Edna was like a servant in the 
household . She received no love f'ro m h~r mother. She 
had tvTO brothers v·1ho vJere a lcoholics. Hovvever, Edna 
learned to drink from her first husband who liked to have 
a good time . 
Edna wa s an i mmacula t e housekeeper and ex cellent cook , 
when sober. vn1en she drank , her husband pre a ched to her 
extensively, demanding to know her excuses f or drinki ng . 
This resulted in Edna 's drinking more, set t ing up a 
vicious circle. 
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Although there was undo ub tedl y considerable marit al dis-
harmony, neither Edna nor her husband wanted separation 
or divorce. 
Edna was known to Social Service for three and one-half 
months in 1948. From an earlier Social Service . record, 
it v:as lear ned that Edna had been knovm to Social Service 
in 1947. She had been referred by the Alcoholism Clinuc 1 s 
neuro-psychiatrist for assistance in finding a job that 
lrJould enable her to live ai,Tay from home for a time, 
proving herself to the husband and f acilitating treatment. 
A job was found for Edna as a cook in a summer camp. She 
proved herself to be quite proficient at this and ab-
stained from drinking for four months . She li'Jas quite 
co-opel"ative in treatment. She reco gnized that her 
mari t a l disharmony was due mainly to her drinking . 11 · 
Effort vJas made again to treat Edna :Ln the Clinic a.nd to 
a ssist her in repeating the satisfactory work experience 
of the previous summer. Resist a.nce wa s encountered be-
cause Edna 's fami ly had co me to think of her alcoholism 1 
a s a mental condition and thought she should be committed. 
Likewise, lr . H. had stated that n,either he nor Edna had 
any confidence in ~he Clinic. Even in the face of t h is 
resistru1ce Edna wa s helped to strengthen herself physi-
cally in preparation for accepting t he job she had held 
the previous summer. EQna stayed with t he job but a 
short time. She vlas irregular and unco-operative in her 
clinic treatment and finally discontinued treatment en-
tirely. 
Comment 
Edna presented a picture of insecurity in her love re-
l a tionships. She had been an unws.nted child and c2.rried 
through her feeling of being umrJanted . Vlhen despondent she 
cl. ranlc, and thereby aroused the criticism and condemnation of 
her husband. This increased her feelings of rejection, 
resulting in more drinking . 
Edna ' s first conta ct with the Clinic and Social Service 
vJas supportive ano. rmva r cl.ing to her . Since her employment 
'ttlas not permanent , she returned to her earlier pattern of 
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drinl~ing . She lacked conf i d ence to try a5_r::tin the method that 
had given only a brief rew·ard . 
Follow-up 
Edna recently served four months at the Women's Ref orma-
11 tory in Framingham. Prior to her sentence to Framingham , 1 
Edna had not found help in the Clinic or Alcoholics .Anonymous. II 
However, while in the Reformatory she hac. worked in the 
hospital unit, 1.:1here women 1:1ere ad.mitteo. who viere sentenced 
for drunkenness. This experience had meaning for her and 
made her aware to what ends alcohol could lead . 
Eo.na was proud that she had 8.bstained for a tot al of 
seven months. She claimed that she had no longer a desire 
to drink. She had discovered a 11 ne\v life 11 in better home 
relationships Bnd in her return to the Lutheran Church. She 
felt confident she could continue to abstain. 
Case 
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Doris M., age t'\venty-nine, was referred to Social Service IJ 
by the clinic neuro-psychiatris t , to insure Doris 1 S8.fe ~~ 
return home and to secure social Cl.ata from her mother. 
Doris had spent the night in jail ancl had been brought 
by the probation officer to the Alcoholism Clinic. Doris 1
1
1
ll 
was known to Boston and ~uincy courts. 
Doris was a divorcee with one child. Her mother statea 
that the child . was conceived out of v-rec1lock, but this 
was denied by Doris. The marriage was to a man who drank 
heavily the entirety of their marriage and introduced 
Doris to drinking. Doris had thought she could reform 
her husband 1 s drinking. 
Doris, an only child, claimed she had married to get 
avray from her mother "i"Tho wa s very strict. Her husband 
was disliked by her mother, who claimed he had a crimtnal 
!i 
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record. Doris had converted to Catholicism to please her 
husband, having been reared an Episcopalian. 
Doris vias irregular in her clinic attendance.. She ex-
pressed getting into trouble because of drinking, but 
did not recognize the need for clinic help. Her mother 
seemed willing for her to receive treatment but did not 
accept responsibility for helping to bring this about. 
The Clinic's neuro2..psychiatrist gave a poor prognosis 
for treatment because of Doris' limited mental capacity. 
Comment I 
Doris showed no improvement from the Clinic and Social 
Service contacts during the time known to Socia~ Service. 
Her inability to recognize and use the trea tment offered her 
was possibly due to her limited mentality. 
Follo\v-up 
I' 
I 
I 
!I 
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It was learned from Doris' mother that Doris had recent- I 
ly married. It was thought her drinking had improved. Doris · 
was not continuing with clinic treatment. 
Case #10 
Leonard T., age forty-six, was kno~~ to Social Service 
through Hrs. T. She had been referred to Social Service 
by the clinic neuro-psychiatrist for help tlith her 
uroblems. Mrs. T. had had a non-clinic contact vJi th 
the psychiatrist at i·Jhich time she presented certain 
social problems. Leonard was considered. and later ac-
cepted for clinic treatment. 
Leona r d was an only son. An older sister, a religious 
fanatic, dominated him. His mother vJa s deceased. His 
father drank and was a heavy smoker. 
Leonard was a union carpenter and had been steadily 
employed. He drank progressively more, since marriage 
to :£.1rs. T. Re drank mostly ove1 ... "'eek-ends. 
He had been l·mown to the East Norfolk County Court and 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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had received some trea t ment a t t he Alcoholism Clinic of 
the Peter B~nt Brigham Hospital, Boston. He had attended 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings intermit t ently for t"i'ITO or 
three years. 
The family received financial help occa sionally from 
relatives. There was disharmony in the ho me. Leonard 
had, on one occasion, threatened Nrs. T's li f e vlith a 
hatchet and t hrea tened to burn down the house. On an-
oth er occasion h e had turned on - the gas in the stove. 
Leonard v1a s phys ically in poor condition and had p eriods 
of depression. 
Leonard refused to a ccept the fact that his drinki ng 
was a problem. He attended the Clinic irregularly and 
finally discontinued treatment entirely. 
Mrs. T. was discouraged, and a lthough she found sola ce 
for a time in Social Service, she completed her t hrea ts 
by fi ling for a divorce. Mrs. T . was referred to a 
f amily agency for help in "ttlOrki ng through her plans. 
The ca se was closed after t en and one-half months. 
Comment 
/ Leonard vias 2..n i mmature person vlho found release f or 
I
I 
I his repressed hostility through al cohol. The family's de-
\1 
!I pend ence upon occasional financia l help fro m relatives 
Jl further i ndica tes i mmaturity as -r.rell as his a ccep t ance of an 
,,. 
I old er sis ter 1 s dominance. 
I Follow-up 
It vms learned_ that t he T 1 s had been divorced and 
i! 
Leonard had moved to New Jersey . It 'l'Ta s assumed t hat Leonard ·i' 
was w1improved in h is dri nking. 
Case #11 
Joseph X., age forty-four, -vms referred to Social · Serv.lce 
by the clinic neuro-psychiatrist f or social r evie'd and 
to inter-oret Jose-oh 1 s condition to his vlife. Jo senh had 
been ref~rred to the Alcoholism Clinic by the Court. 
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Joseph was the younger in a family of two sons. His 
mother died when he was fifteen. Joseph had little 
formal education, having completed the second gr~de only. 
Joseph was married to a woman twenty-nine ye a rs of age, . 
who had comple ted grammar school . They had been married 
six years at the time they v1ere knmvn to Social Service. 
They had tvm children, aged t\'lO and four years. Mrs. X. 
nad an illegi timate son, Forrest, age ten, who was born 
prior to her marriage to Joseph . i~enever Jo seph drank, 
he became quite abusive but v.;ould never touch Forrest. 
Joseph had been married and divorced previously. His 
chil~ren by this marri age were under the care of the 
State of 1-laine . 
Joseph did little drinking prior to July, 1948. Since 
that time, he had drunk every 1-1eelt- end and spent most 
of his \vages on liquor . ~fuen he dranlc he was difficult 
and would beat Mrs. X. and their children . He had 
threatened to kill her and on one occasion had run after 
her ·vJith a scre·~t driver. Nrs. X. questioned his sanity 
and felt that a head injury he had received while at 
v10rk might have been the cause. He was in a stupor 
most of the time, whereas formerly he rms bright. 
l\lrs. X. complained that Joseph vJanted sexual relations 
all the time. She had fears of pregnancy but implied 
that this was not the basis for the sexual malad justment. 
Joseph did not enjoy his \vork. He 1rras employed in a 
foundry as an unskilled laborer. Because Joseph drank 
and used up his wages, the family 1-ras in debt . 
During treatment Joseph showed some improvement and his 
b ehavior, while drinking, "lrla s no longer abus ive. He 
later became irregular in his attendance to the Clinic 
and finally discontinued entirely. 
Joseph had ma~y social problems that complicated the 
picture. The family faced eviction and during the seven-
teen months the family was .known to Social Service, they 
had illness and financial difficulties. The Social 
Service Department was able to help them ·Hi th these 
problems either directly or through other community re-
sources. 
Contact 1r1ith the family was termina ted by their moving 
from Quincy. Referral to other s ocial agencies was 
suggested. 
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Comment 
Joseph was a near illitera te p erson without skills or 
a trade. His inability to f a ce the competition of his fellow 
workmen and associates and a feeling of inferiority to Mrs. 
X., led him to escape through e..lcohol. The social problems 
that resulted from his drinking produced the vicious circle 
of alcoholism. 
Folloi-.Y-up 
Joseph was again drinking at his pre-clinic rate. Al-
though Mrs. X. encouraged his continuing trea tment, he re-
fused to listen. The family was at times without food and 
other essentials, after Joseph had spent all his wages on 
liquor. He was again abusive and threatening to Nrs. X. eJ!ld 
t h eir family. He made excessive sexual demands upon Mrs. X. 
Mrs. X. was pregnant. Because of this, she felt she 
could not fulfill her vlishes to lee.ve. Joseph was uninter-
ested in her pregnancy and vlas unconcerned about her medical 
ca re. 
Case #12 
Ralph G., age fifty-five, was referred to Social Service 
by the clinic neuro-psychiatrist for help in p roviding 
housekeeping services in the home. Ralph 1 s wife was ill. 
In addition, assistance 'tvas needed to obtain a stay of 
eviction. Ral i)h \Alas referred to the Alcoholism Clinic 
fro m the Q;uincy City Hospital 1 s medical clinic. 
Ralph was a very intelligent man having graduated from 
the- Ne\'lr England Conse r vatory of l'-'lusic ana_ received his 
Ph.D. in music fro m Oxford. He had been born in Canada 
but had lived most of his life in the United Sta tes. He 
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had worked as a musician in various thea ters and r~:tdio -
studios as 'i';rell as being a teacher of music . He told of 
having jobs that paid $500 to $600 per week sala ry. 
Ralph had been mal"'ried three times and fathered t-vrelve 
children, all of whom were living . The first mal"'riage 
ended in divorce . Six children were born to this union. 
The second marriage lasted nineteen months. The vJ'ife 
died in childbirth and left one child . The thi rd and 
current marriage has been in ef f ect t\'Tel ve . years. Five 
children have been born. The six ch ildren from the 
second and third marriage were in the home. 
The G. family was facing eviction and. Ralph vras without 
employment. They were receiving as sist cm ce fro m t he 
Department of Public 't'ielfare . Several months later , the 
f amily was able to find a flimsily built summer cottage, 
in lrthich they pl anned to spend the winter. 
Ralph a ttended the Clinic and showed remarkable improve-
ment in his phys i cal complaints of nervous exhaustion~ 
neuritis and cirrhosis of the liver. His clinic at- · 
tendance vlas fairly regular for a time, but soon he clis-
continued trea tment entirely. 
Ralph had had one commitment to Medfield State Hosnital 
f or acute alcoholic psychosis and delirium tremens~ He 
refused at the time, to accep t voluntary commitment to 
und ergo treatment. 
Comment 
I f the his t ory w·ere knot.rn of Ralph ' s drinking , one would 
likely find he had a pattern of long time us e of liquor. 
Drinking to "solve" the problems crea ted by drinking was 
already a familiar routine. 
Ralph ' s inability to find a. position for -vrhich he was 
trained has done much to activate the vicious circle of 
drinking . 
Follo~>v-U;Q 
Ralph continued his pattern of drinking and although 
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efforts to help him accep t Clinic and Social Service treat-
ment had been made, he was still unwilling or not re~dy to 
accept this. The family 'tva s continuing to receive assistance 
from the Department of Public ~\felfare . 
Case #13 
Edtvard N ., age tv.renty-eight, 't:Jas referred to the Alco-
holism Clinic by the Social Servic e Department when the 
:9roblem of his drinking became kno-vm during his wife ' s 
hospitalization for miscarriage. 
The N1 s had been married four months at the time they 
i'lere knoi'm to Social Service. EclvJa.rd v1a s an honorably 
discharged veteran who had completed one and one-half 
y ears in a School of Business Administration prior to his 'I 
marriage. 
I 
Both Edv.rard and Nrs . N. were unemployed. They claimed 'I 
to have sufficient savings to care for their needs until I 
employment could be found. In accepting clinic treatmen t, 
Edt.va rd insisted upon paying a fee which was not routinely I 
expected. , 
I 
Ed·wB.rd gave a history of drinking since the age of 
twenty-one. He drank most ly 't'ihen depressed and de-
spondent. He had received outpatient trea tment at the 
Washingtonian Hospital during the summer of 1947 and had 
received psychiatric treatment in Boston prior to this. 
Report from the \'lashingtonian Hospital revealed that 
Edw·ard had been resistant about a ccepting outpatient 
tre a tment. His chief problem wa.s that of masturbation. 
He -v;ould masturbate several hours every night until he 
fell asleep. He had had a great deal of guilt in con-
nection with this and would drink in order to forget his 
ha'bi t. 
I 
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He he.d had severa l girl friencLs, but was unable to have 
sexual relations with them until drunk . He was lonely L_ 
jl 
il 
IJ 
and d iscouraged . He wa s .. living at the time ~1i th an e.unt 
who gave him g ood care but no affection. Ed1-varcl. had t 1r10 . 
youngel"' brothers and a step-brother. He 111as r aised by 
his step-:mother. As a child, Edward had temper_ te.l?- trums. 
- . . . . 
During his treatment at the Washingtonian Hospital, 
Edward's masturbation stopped. Effort was made to re-
lieve his guilt associated with masturbation. He was 
given reassure . nce ru1d other ways of relaxation 1·1ere sug-
gested. 
During treatment, he had only one relapse. This i"ias llil 
connection with a girl 1vho e xpected sex~relat ions and he 
d rank. Af ter spending the night with the girl, he went 
:I 
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to a policeman end asked to b e arrested. He felt badly 'I 
following this. Contacts with the Washingtonian Hospital II 
i'lere voluntarily discontinued . 
1 
Edward's att endance to the Clinic was regular for a time, 
but later, h e repeatedly broke or pos t poned appointments. 
Mrs. N. seemed to lack full understancling of Ecilvard 1 s 
condition and was not too co-op erative. The N1 s were 
known to Social Service nine and one-half months. 
Edirta rd tvas diagnosed a s anxiety neurosis; secondary, 
a lcoholism. 
Comment 
Edt<Tar d 'ivas a symptomatic drinker 1rJhose drinl-cing vias the 
"solutionij of a d eep er psychological problem . His ba sic 
problem wa s on a psycho-sexual level. His feeling of in-
adequacy 1-;as temporarily relieved while drink i ng . 'V i th p sy-
chiatric tre a t ment, he ~ras able to gain sufficient ego 
strength to lay ~side masturbation and drinking . 
Fo llovi-up 
The N' s had moved fro m the address knovm t o Socia l 
Service. The follow·-up d a ta was not obta inable . 
1/ 
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The writer considers it significant to note t h t seven 
of t h e thirteen cas es studied were able to utilize the 
clinic and soc~al service treatment i n meeting their problem 
of drinking. Anoth er five of the thirt~en ca ses were unable 
to utilize effectively for any lengt h of time, the treatment 
offered them . In one out of the thirteen cases studied , 
information \va s not avall able that would enable an evalua tion 
The above statement s are general evaluations that v-r ere based 
upon the f ollov1- up data obta ined from t he pat ient, his 
f amily or the clinic p s ych iatrist. The writ e r does not con-
sider the above evaluation as r epresentative in vie1t1 of the 
small number of cases studied, but is suggestive of the 
possible effectiveness of concurrent clinic and social 
service trea tment. 
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CHAPTER V 
sm-1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis ivas undertaken to make a qualitative study 
of thirteen alcoholic patients treated concurrently in the 
Quincy City Hospital ' s Alcoholism Clinic and Social Service 
Department. These thirteen cases co mprised the total number 
of patients that received concurrent treatment from April, 
1948, to December 1, 1949. This study 'tvas undertaken in 
or der to determine: 1) the etiological factors producing 
a lcoholism that ivere seen in the cases studied; 2) in what 
way the clinic and social service treatment affected the 
alcoholic 1 s adjustment; end 3) the social fe.ctors that re-
sponded best to social service treatment. 
In order that a better understanding could be had of 
Quincy, Massachusetts as a community in whj_ch its inhabitants 
live and work and ivhere the need for an Alcoholism Clinic 
was seen and developed, a descrip tive picture was presented 
to give the setting. 
The Clinic's development was summarized , from its be-
ginning as a volunteer and personal project of the Clinic's 
neuro-psychiatrist and later as a trea tment unit of a state 
sponsored plan for the trea tment of alcoholism, as recom-
mended by the Committee on Alcoholism of the Greater Boston 
Community Council to the Legislature. 
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In order to provide a framework of understand ing for 
the treatment of the alcoholic on an outpatient clinic basis, 
the writer presented from the literatur~ the etiology of 
alcoholism a s seen by the various there":pists in the field. 
Even though the different authorities va ried in their area 
of emphasis, t h ey generally agreed that the individual, with 
his imma turity and inability to f a ce rea.li ty, founCI_ through 
alcohol a "solution 11 to his feelihgs of inferiority and in-
adequacy that later d eveloped into an uncontrolled behavior 
:pa ttern. 
Since all therapies now in use for the treatment of 
a lcoholism are not readily applicable for use in a clinic 
· s e t ting, the writer has limited the materi al presented here-
in to those therapies in use at the Quincy City Hospital 's 
Alcoholism Clinic. These included psychotherapy, Antabuse 
therapy , group therapy, and social service treatment. Al-
though group therapy 1.1as not given directly l'li thin the Clinic, 
Alcoholics Anonymous membership was encouraged or prescribed 
as an important part of the trea tment process. It was 
pointed out that the treatment methods employed at the Quincy 
Clinic were not presented as being the most effective of 
modern treatment methods but were assumed to be the most 
adaptable to a clinic setting . 
The writer presented some of the general a spects of 
ca sework with the alcoholic and his family as an important 
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part of the total tr.eatment approach to the problem of alco-
holism. It was pointed out that casework with the a lcoholic 
does not differ in appro a ch or technique from the basic 
ca sew·ork s l~ills. The social 1-rorker with his underst anding 
and support of the alcoholic and his l~owlege of co mmunity 
resources and s kill in the handling of social problems, is 
reco gnized as contributing immea surably to the tot al trea t-
ment of the alcoholic. 
The cases studied were presented in a brief summarized 
f orm to facilitate a clearer view of the social situation as 
n resented and treated in Socia l Service. A brief co mment 
was made by the writer following ea ch case presentat ion 
(except cas es #1, #2, and #3 that received slight · social 
service) as a f ocus upon some of the etiological factors 
that •11ere seen present in ea ch case . A follm.;-up study 
was made on all cases, excep t ca se #3 and #13 a s a measure 
of the effectiveness of concurrent clinic and social service 
treatment upon the patient's adjustment. 
The study indica ted that those socia l · f a ct ors of .the 
patient 1 s ea rly life in \vhich he met 11i th rejection, inse-
curities and feelings of inadequacy, contributed to the ad-
dicted drinking. Not all cases studied had information of 
the patient 1 s e arly developmental history that 1·1ould enable 
a more critical evaluation of contributory factors in the 
addicted drinking. 
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A basic emotional immaturity centered around a narcis-
sistic core appeared ru1d chara cteri zed the personalitie s of 
the cases s t udied . The alcoholic 1 s fe elings 1-lere di rected 
imvard in self-pity, feelings of inferiority and inadequacy . 
Feelings of hostility were repressed and gained expression 
through a lcohol. 
The Clinic's treatment directed its attent ion upon the 
basi c i mmaturity, attempting to strengthen the ego and to 
relieve the strong fe eling of guilt. Through this approach, 
the patient coul d again gain self-respect and a feeling of 
adequacy . The social problems directly affect ed by the 
·oatient 1 s d~inking responded best to trea tment . These in-
cluded marital and fami l y disharmony, financial and em-
ployment difficulties . 
The cases that w·ere grouped under the heading of "Re-
spond ed to Treatment 11 , ·Here able to accept their dl"'inking 
as a problem. Through understanding and ego support in 
treatment, the patient was able to gain sufficient strength 
to accept life' s responsibilities ~ather than escaping 
through a lcohol. Those cases grouped under the heading of 
"Unresponsive to Treatment 11 , found the problems associated 
wi th their drinking as less painful than the t reatment 
pr ocess. These individuals did not recognize t hei r drinking 
as a problem and felt that they could stop drinking at will. 
Their drinking solved for them the responsibilities, ins e-
6 7 
cur ities, and feelings of inadequacy, which they were unable 
to face realistically. 
In those cases in which concurrent clinic and social 
service treatment resulted in abstinence, the patient's 
adjustment has become more vJ'hole s ome, meaningful and enj oya-
ble for him and his family. 
T!lis study bears out the complexity of social and 
personality problems involved in the treatment of the alco-
holic and indicates some facets of case v·rork attempted l"tt'i th 
the alcoholic . 
T ~is study clearly indica tes that the alcoholic can 
attain a more wholesome and satisfactory adjustment through 
the concurrent treatment of an Alcoholism Clinic and Social 
Service Department. As is suggested by this study, close 
integration of clinic and social service treatment is of 
paramount importance to assure the best possible treatment 
to the alcoholic and his family. This involves skilled 
social service personnel in dealing 11i th the complex problems 
presented as well as careful and detailed data by both psy-
chiatrist and social v.rorlcer to best t a ckle the problem from 
all directions. 
Approved, 
~--ve~-
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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